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God’s Blueprint for Mankind 

  
Created to compliment – Husbands and Wives 

29th September 2019 Genesis 3, Ephesians 5  

Preacher: Pastor Roy Summers  

  

 

The Hurricane and the Jumbo Jet 

  

Imagine in your mind’s eye, if you will, a group of people surrounding a Boeing 747 jet, trying to work out its 

purpose. For some reason this group of people sincerely believe that it was created when a tornado blew 

through a junkyard! It wasn’t designed by a clever team of engineers, it just came together as the chance 

result of a tornado whisking its way through a junkyard. As a consequence of their odd conviction, they do not 

look for an instruction manual, or seek for clues of purpose in the design - because it wasn’t designed 

according to their beliefs. One of the group suggests that the 747 is a new kind of vehicle for carrying lots of 

people on the motorway. Another suggests that it is a rocket designed to take people to the moon. A third 

suggests it might be able to take passengers from one country to another under the water. Since they cannot 

try out all the options, they throw a dice and carry out the winner’s idea. Needless to say, the suggestion they 

try out not very successful.  

  

Then in your mind’s eye imagine with me, if you will, a second group of people, who know, this time, that the 

airplane has been designed by a skilful team of men and women at Boeing. Their attitude to the plane’s 

purpose is very different: Because they know it has been designed, they automatically look for clues of 

purpose in the design itself. The shaped wings which force the air to travel further over the top surface than 

the lower surface producing upward lift means it must be a flying machine; the engines which produce 

forward thrust confirm their conviction, as do the control surfaces, the landing gear, and so on. Because they 

know the machine has been designed, they’ve been able to work out just by studying the airplane, that this 

wonderful machine is meant to fly people from one city to another. 

  

Once they come across the handbook, everything becomes even clearer—but even before they had the 

handbook, just from the exquisite design of the aircraft they had worked out a lot.  

 

One of the reasons our culture is in such sad confusion over sexuality, gender and the role of men and women 

is that it sincerely believes that the “airplane”, the “human body” came about “tornado blowing through a 

junkyard style” - forces of nature combined with chance over many millions of years gave rise to this amazing 

wonderful body. No intelligent Mind designed the human body or human psyche. And so, since the body is 

purely the result of evolution, there is no reason to look for any clues of purpose in the body itself: I mean 
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why would you expect clues of purpose if the human body was just the product of chance, time, natural laws?  

Instead, the body becomes a blank canvas on which you can write whatever gender you please, whatever 

sexual orientation you wish, whatever sexual preference you choose. This modern view of the body is a very 

low one which pays no attention to it’s loud messages or exquisite design.    

  

This morning’s sermon is the last of four sermons on God’s blueprint for mankind. We are addressing the 

tragic confusion of our world on issues such as gender, sexuality and the roles of men and women. If this is 

your first sermon, may I just say, that these are an unusual set of sermons: our next series on “The fruit of the 

Spirit” from Galatians 5, will sound more like the sort of thing you hear in evangelical churches.  

  

But the patient is sick, and the disease of our culture has infected the western evangelical church deeply, so 

we cannot avoid these topics.  

  

The Roman Catholic Church is also deeply troubled and sent out an article to all its schools, “It is becoming 

increasingly clear that we are facing what might accurately be called and educational crisis especially in the 

field of affectivity and sexuality.” (“Male and female he created them,” Paragraph 1)  

  

So these four sermons are not aspirin, they are CPR, they are not milk  they are meat, and I would urge 

everyone to listen to all four online if you have missed any of them.  

 

Today we are looking at the roles of men and women in Christian marriage and in the church. We are not 

called to judge the world, so how men and women order their relationships in the world is not our concern. 

We know from Scripture that men and women are equal in worth, in value, equal in dignity and equal in 

salvation. But do they have the same roles to play in marriage and the church? That’s the question we’re 

asking. The world increasingly says “no, there are no role differences between men and women.”  

  

Before we turn to the Owners Manual, I want to show you that there are lots of clues from the airplane itself, 

the human body as to what the roles between men and women might be. Because we know human beings 

were designed by God, we can look for clues of purpose written in their bodies. Then we’ll turn to the Bible -

but I think you and I will be surprised by how many clues are plain to anyone and everyone in the world - just 

by walking around the plane - if you believe it was designed. 

  

Clues of Purpose from design 

  

What we discover is that not only are men and women very different from one another (we always have to 

talk about averages here) but their differences provide clues to their roles. We might not get a complete 

picture from nature; the image might be blurred, but there are clues, available to all.  
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(1) The biological differences between men and women give us clues. Almost every cell in a male body has a 

male XY chromosome, and almost every cell in a female body has a XX chromosome. There are also major 

hormonal differences between men and women. Men have at least ten times as much testosterone coursing 

through their bodies as women while women have around nine times more oestrogen than men. We are 

different down to every cell in our bodies, and in our hormonal balance. Since men and women are so 

different isn’t it likely that their roles will be different too? There is one particular hormone called oxytocin 

which is released in mothers and produces a bond between mother and child, called the “bonding molecule” 

by some. Perhaps, says that clue, “mothers are designed to be primarily responsibility for the care of little 

ones.”  

 

(2) The physical differences between men and women give us clues. And then there are the physical 

differences between men and women (apart from the more obvious sexual ones). The average American man 

weighs about 30 lbs more than the average American woman (198/171 pounds) and is 5 inches taller (69/64). 

Men are around 50% stronger than women, and those comparisons even work across men who are not 

trained athletes when compared to women who are trained athletes. If a man is taller and stronger than a 

woman, is there a clue here? Perhaps there are some kinds of work, which he is simply more cut out to do. 

And perhaps he’s the one who is meant to protect his family and country from danger. It is a tragedy, and one 

reason for the origin of feminism, that husbands have used this superior strength not to protect women but to 

harm them.  

 

(3) The psychological differences between men women give us clues. We all know that men and women think 

differently. Both equal in intelligence for sure, but we think differently. A major study of the differences 

between men and women concluded: “The idea that, on average, there are only minor differences between 

the personality profiles of males and females should be rejected”. So what did they find?  “The largest 

differences between the sexes were found in Sensitivity, Warmth, and Apprehension (higher in females), and 

Emotional stability, Dominance, Rule consciousness, and Vigilance (higher in males).” (See: The Distance 

Between Mars and Venus: Measuring Global Sex Differences in Personality, PlosOne, 2012) 

  

In other words,  women, on average, are more sensitive, warmer, and just “get things” quicker than men. 

Men, on the other hand, on average, are more emotionally stable, tend towards taking charge of a situation, 

are more aware of when they are breaking rules and are more attentive to dangers.   

  

So perhaps women were designed more for close loving warm relationships, and perhaps more for leadership 

since they have greater emotional stability and a greater sense of vigilance? 

  

Anyone who believes that the airplane was designed, will find many clues as to how it should work. And 

although we may disagree on this point or that point, there are clues from creation as to the different roles 

between men and women.  When we turn to the Bible their differences in roles come into clear focus 
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The Teaching of the Bible 

  

From Genesis chapters 1-3, it is clear that there is an order between the sexes. God created Adam first 

(although being the last creature made, she is assigned, it could be argued, a special dignity!) God created Eve 

from Adam, and for Adam. God gave his Word, his commands to Adam. He did not give his instructions to 

Adam and Eve, he gave them to Adam, and Adam had to pass them on to Eve. Adam named the animals and 

Eve. Eve didn’t name the animals or her husband. Adam’s fault in the Fall of Mankind, say the Lord God, was 

that he “listened to his wife.”  Adam should have led his wife. When they were both hiding from God, he 

called Adam, not Eve. When Satan talks to the couple, he turns God’s order upside down and talks to the 

woman, when God talks to the couple, he talks to the man. Although it was Eve was one who took the fruit, 

Adam gets the blame, according to Romans 5, because Adam should have protected his wife from the 

smooth-talking serpent.    

  

In the New Testament, this order continues. Jesus chose twelve men disciples, and though he is assisted by a 

great band of loyal women, Luke 8, he only appointed men as apostles, as leaders. Without exception, all the 

letters of the NT are written by men and there are no women leaders in the New Testament. Every time 

elders or pastors are mentioned it is always “he” never “she.” When Paul hears that women in the church are 

turning upside down God’s order by something to do with hair or hats (no-one seems to know exactly what is 

happening in the church at Corinth!), Paul says this: “A man ought not to cover his head, since he is the image 

and glory of God; but the woman is the glory of man. For man did not come form woman, but woman from 

man; neither was man created for woman, but woman for man.” (1 Corinthians 11:7-8). And to pastor 

Timothy, Paul says: “I do not permit a woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent. For 

Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one who was deceived.” (1 Timothy 2:12-13) 

  

Women should not lead men or teach men in the church, says Paul, because it would upset God’s divine 

creation order between the sexes. And in Ephesians 5, Paul instructs wives that they must regard their 

husbands as their heads, and order themselves under their husbands with respect and submission.  

  

From both nature and revelation, we are being told that there is an order between men and women; it’s time 

to draw together three simple teaching points: 

  

(1) There is a divine order between men and women 

  

The teaching of Scripture is plain, that there is a divine order between men and women. God made Adam first 

and Eve second. In the Church, that divine order is to be expressed in two ways: 

  

(1) Women may not teach men. Women can pray, share their testimonies, teach other women, teach children; 

write great Christian books which everyone can benefit from (The book “Love Thy Body”, by Nancy Pearcy is a 

great resource on these very issues)  but in a church gathering of men and women, a woman may not teach. 
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Have you ever wondered why only men preach at MPC? It has nothing to do with misogyny; it has to do with 

divine order between the sexes.  

  

(2) Women may not be overall church leaders. The other way, God’s divine order is revealed in church life is 

that women may not take the overall lead in church life: they may not be elders or pastors. Many 

denominations are drifting here - in the Church of England, for example, more than half of the candidates 

being trained today for ministry to become vicars are woman; that is not God’s will. Men are called to lead 

and to preach in the church!  

  

Many years ago, a woman came to this church, she looked around, a man led the service, a man preached. 

She came to complain to me afterwards about this “gender bias”; I explained our beliefs from Scripture, but 

we never saw her again.  

  

And in the home, husbands must be the head; “Wives submit to your husbands as to the Lord. For the husband 

is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church.” (Eph 5:22) There is something upside down about a 

marriage, where the woman leads the home. 

  

What went wrong in Genesis 3? The Bible says that both Adam and Eve were together when the serpent 

approached them. Cleverly, the serpent spoke to the woman rather than the man. At that instant what should 

have happened? Both Adam and Eve went wrong, but Adam more so than Eve. Eve should have said “talk to 

my husband, he is my head.” and Adam should have taken the lead and said, “talk to me, not to her.” From 

that day onwards, marriages turned upside down. 

  

Someone is asking, is this really all that important, the order between men and women? Yes it is! First, 

because no marriage or church will work properly or harmoniously where God’s order is not observed. 

Secondly, no marriage or church will glorify God, where this order is not observed. And in the third place, this 

is a matter which concerns the authority of God’s Word. If a church jettisons the Bible’s clear teaching on the 

order between the sexes, it will, as the next step, jettison the Bible’s teaching on homosexual sin. This is why 

Rev. Steve Chalke has come to accept same-sex “marriage”:  “The absolute and universal character of the 

Epistles' instructions about women is not easy to escape. The vast majority of Christians now recognise that 

women can, and should, teach and lead. (Chalke must be talking about his own denomination; the majority of 

Christians in the world don’t believe this). So, how have we got there when, on the face of it, the New 

Testament prohibits it? 'It's cultural' we say. But, if that's the case, why is the issue of the role of women 

regarded as 'cultural' by so many while homosexuality isn't?” (A Matter of Integrity) 

  

If you say, “Those bits of the NT which talk about different roles between men and women are worthless 

cultural baggage from the first century; doesn’t it also follow that we can chuck away the bits about 

homosexual sin as cultural baggage?” What will be cut out of the Bible next?  
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So may I ask every married couple: What about your marriage? Is it ordered? Christian wives do you actively 

and constantly recognise your husband as your head, not rushing off and making decisions on your own, but 

constantly asking him, consulting him, submitting to him? I’m going to speak to husbands in a minute, here I 

ask, what about you? 

  

(2) Order does not mean hierarchy 

  

We need to say, second place, that order between men and women does not mean that the man is higher or 

better than the woman. Men and women are equal in the command God gave them in Genesis 1:28: “God 

blessed them and said to them. Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the 

fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground.” Men and 

women are equal in salvation: “You are all children of God through faith in Christ Jesus…. There is neither Jew 

nor Greek, slave or free, male or female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” (Gal 3:26-28) Both are called to 

serve God with the gifts of the Spirit God gives to them: “We have different gifts, according to the grace given 

to each of us. If your gift is prophesying, then prophesy in accordance with your faith; if it is serving, then 

serve; if it is teaching, then teach; if it is to encourage, then give encouragement; if it is giving, then give 

generously; if it is to lead, do it diligently; if it is to show mercy, do it cheerfully.” (Romans 12:6-9) 

  

The world can never understand this: the moment you say “order” they read “hierarchy.” But you and I have a 

wonderful example of order without any hierarchy in the Godhead. God the Father, is the first person of the 

Godhead, God the Son, is the second Person, and God the Spirit, is the third Person. All are co-equally and 

gloriously God. But there is an order between them. The Father sends the Son, but the Son does not send the 

Father. Both the Father and the Son send the Spirit. The Son says that everything he says and does, he does 

because the Father tells him to do it (John 8:28). The Son does not tell the Father what to do and say: there is 

no hierarchy but there is order. And so it should be in Christian marriage and in the church, between the 

sexes: no hierarchy but clearly a divine order. 

  

(3) The greater responsibility rests on Christian men 

  

Sisters – and brothers - let me say as we close, the greater burden - by far - rests on Christian men. Christian 

husbands we are called to love the church as Christ loved the church: “Husbands love your wives, just as Christ 

loved the church and gave himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water 

through the word, and to present her to himself as a radiant church, without stain or wrinkle or any other 

blemish, but holy and blameless.” (Eph 5:25-27). How did Jesus love his bride, the church? He gave up, for his 

bride, what was rightly his.   

  

“Lord you were rich beyond all splendour, yet, for love’s sake, became so poor; 

Thrones for a manger did surrender, Sapphire-paved courts for a stable floor. 
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He came down to earth from heaven, Who is God and Lord of all, 

And His shelter was a stable, And His cradle was a stall; 

With the poor, and mean, and lowly, Lived on earth our Saviour holy.  

  

Then He suffered and died for his bride. He experienced rejection, hatred, scorn, ridicule, persecution, 

humiliation and finally the death of a cross, to purchase forgiveness for his bride; Jesus, “being in very nature 

God, did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself 

nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance 

as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death - even death on a cross.” (Philippians 2) 

  

If wives are called to submit to their husbands, husbands are asked much more. They are called to love their 

wives as Jesus loved the church – a standard of love, a height, no husband has ever even remotely 

approached!  

  

Husbands do we need a reminder? You and I are called to give up what may be rightly ours, for the sake of our 

wives. Do we do that?  

  

All of us need to hear how much we are loved. The church need to be reminded how much we are loved by 

Christ. Unworthy though we are, wanderers though we may have been, we are loved with an everlasting love. 

Let’s sing about his love for us, as we close.  

  

I stand amazed in the presence 

  Of Jesus the Nazarene, 

And wonder how He could love me, 

  A sinner condemned, unclean. 

  

How marvellous! How wonderful! 

  And my song shall ever be: 

How marvellous! How wonderful! 

    Is my Saviour’s love for me!  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


